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binary crystals in terms of a Kossel lattice model of the 
solid-liquid interface. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
properties are presented in various statistical approximation 
methods, such as the single particle, the pair, and the 
Bragg-Williams approximation, where the pair approxima- 
tion was found to agree with a Monte-Carlo computer 
simulation. 

The fourth chapter, Statistics of surfaces, steps, and two- 
dimensional nuclei; a macroscopic approach on the phe- 
nomenological approach is an attempt by A. A. Voronkov 
(37 pages) to provide a macroscopic concept as opposed 
to a microscopic one for defining crystal growth; the proper- 
ties of singular as well as vicinal planes are given in terms 
of their specific surface free energy and a kinetic coefficient. 
This is an extensive and most important contribution to 
crystal-growth theory. 

The fifth chapter, on Surface and volume diffusion con- 
trolling step movement by J. van der Eerden (32 pages) 
essentially treats material transport by volume and surface 
diffusion (as well as convection) and its effect on surface 
structure. Consecutive deposition of elementary structural 
particles into kink sites,onto steps and flat surfaces, in effect, 
represents crystal growth. The latter is normally preceded 
by surface diffusion of those particles towards steps and 
kinks (i.e. 'growth sinks') and, in turn, by volume diffusion 
from the adjacent mother phase towards the adsorbed sur- 
face layer of the crystal: a realistic model susceptible to 
meaningful mathematical and good physical interpretation. 

A few general comments must now be made: P. Bak's 
statement that solids cannot be superheated is fundamental. 
Nevertheless, superheatings have been observed - although 
they are special cases, which in the reviewer's opinion may 
not, in fact, represent violations of the intended meaning 
of the author's statement. The latter would then only need 
to be refined or rephrased to accommodate this particular 
perspective. 

There are a few typographical and related errors in the 
text, which fortunately do not critically change its meaning. 

In summary, the five authors have presented up-to-date 
reviews on the theoretical interpretation of thermodynami- 
cal, statistical and kinetical aspects of solid-liquid inter- 
facial structure, epitaxy, crystal growth, surface and volume 
diffusion on both a micro- and a macroscale. 

As a comprehensive exposition of crystal-growth theory, 
this book should definitely be valued as a reference for the 
crystal grower who needs to know the reasons and explana- 
tions for what truly caused his latest crystal growth runs to 
go awry or, better, to succeed so well. 
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